How to attach the fixed front wheel

FRONT WHEEL
To attach the front wheel, unfold stroller as described in the section following:

• Lean the stroller backwards so that it rests on the handle and rear axle frame and the front wheel forks are pointing upward. (Fig. 1)

• The brake release lever must be in the open position. (Fig. 6)

• The front wheel features a quick release attachment system. (Fig. 3b). The quick release must be open enough for the wheel to slide on the forks. Rotate the lever forward to loosen one side (Fig. 2a) and loosen the finger nut on the other side. (Fig. 2b)

• Slide the front wheel onto the front forks. (Fig. 3a)

• Line up the tab on the Retainer Plate with the Slot on both sides of the forks. (Fig. 3c)

• With the wheel in position, tighten the finger nut on the axle until it is very close to contacting the fork and rotate the lever to tighten it as shown in Fig. 4.

• Close the lever (Fig. 5) and you should feel significant resistance and the wheel should be held tightly. If you do not, open the lever and tighten the finger nut a bit more and close the lever again. Continue to do this until the wheel is held tightly in the fork. **DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.**

⚠️ WARNING: Always make sure the lever is in closed position before use. Leaving the lever in opened position can cause the wheel to fall off.

• Close the brake release lever by rotating it toward the front of the stroller. (Fig. 6).
**How to attach the swivel front wheel**

**FRONT WHEEL**

To attach the front wheel, unfold stroller as described in the section following:

- Lean the stroller backwards so that it rests on the handle and rear axle frame and the front wheel forks are pointing upward. (Fig. 1)

- The front wheel features a quick release attachment system. (Fig. 3b). The quick release must be open enough for the wheel to slide on the forks. Rotate the lever forward to loosen one side (Fig. 2a) and loosen the finger nut on the other side. (Fig. 2b)

- Slide the front wheel onto the front forks. (Fig. 3a)

- Line up the tab on the Retainer Plate with the Slot on both sides of the forks. (Fig. 3c)

- With the wheel in position, tighten the finger nut on the axle until it is very close to contacting the fork and rotate the lever to tighten it as shown in Fig. 4.

- Close the lever (Fig. 5) and you should feel significant resistance and the wheel should be held tightly. If you do not, open the lever and tighten the finger nut a bit more and close the lever again. Continue to do this until the wheel is held tightly in the fork. **DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.**

**WARNING:** Always make sure the lever is in closed postion before use. Leaving the lever in opened postion can cause the wheel to fall off.

- If you experience front wheel wobble that is beyond what is normal for use while walking or jogging you may have to adjust the front wheel housing nut. This nut is located under the footrest located at the front of the jogger. You can use a standard crescent wrench to tighten the nut. **DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN** this can cause damage to the wheel housing. (Fig. 6)